Quantum coherence plays an important role in quantum information protocols that provide an advantage over classical information processing. The amount of coherence that can exist between two orthogonal subspaces is limited by the positivity constraint on the density matrix. On the level of multipartite systems, this gives rise to what is known as monogamy of entanglement. On the level of single systems this leads to a bound, and hence, a trade-off in coherence that can exist between different orthogonal subspaces. In this work we derive trade-off relations for the amount of coherence that can be shared between a given subspace and all other subspaces based on trace norm, Hilbert-Schmidt norm and von Neumann relative entropy. From this we derive criteria detecting genuine multisubspace coherence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum coherence refers to the possibility of preparing a system in a state of superposition, a feature that distinguishes quantum mechanics from classical physics. Recently, a lot of effort has been devoted to construct a resource theory of coherence, and to formalize the quantification and manipulation of coherence [1] [2] [3] . Furthermore, coherence in multipartite systems has been studied [4] [5] [6] [7] and a connection between the resource theory of coherence and entanglement has been established [8] [9] [10] .
An interesting feature of entanglement is the fact that it cannot be distributed arbitrarily amongst many parties. For instance, if two parties share a maximally entangled state, no entanglement can exist between one of those parties and a third one. This is referred to as monogamy of entanglement. It was first made precise by Coffman, Kundu and Wootters in Ref. [11] , where they showed that for the case of three-qubit pure states it holds C A|B + C A|C ≤ C A|BC , where C A|B is the entanglement quantifier known as concurrence. The concurrence of a two-qubit state AB can be calculated as C AB = max {0, λ 1 − λ 2 − λ 3 − λ 4 }, where the λ i are the increasingly ordered eigenvalues of the hermitian operator √ ρρ √ ρ andρ = (σ y ⊗ σ y ) ρ * (σ y ⊗ σ y ). This result can be extended to three-qubit mixed states [11] and was later generalized to the case of arbitrarily many qubits by Osborne and Verstraete in Ref. [12] . The constraint that leads to such a bound is the positivity of the quantum state, i.e. a valid quantum state is described by a positive semidefinite operator with trace one. The positivity of the quantum state limits the amount of coherence that can be shared between any two orthogonal subspaces. On the level of multipartite systems this leads to monogamy of coherence that can be shared between multiple systems [5, 13] and, thus, limits the amount of entanglement that can be shared between multiple parties. * tristan.kraft@uni-siegen.de
The fact that coherence cannot be shared arbitrarily leads to limitations on how well quantum states can be distinguished when the measurements that are being performed cannot access all subspaces. Consider a state (0) that is subjected to unitary time evolution by the Hamiltonian H = i E i P i , where P i denotes the projector onto the eigenspace corresponding to the energy E i . If the initial state exhibits some coherence between the energy eigenspaces, it will start to evolve in a state that is distinguishable from the initial state. The maximum distinguishability, using measurements that are limited to the subspace H Ei ⊕ H Ej , depends on the amount of coherence that is shared between those subspaces, quantified by the trace norm of the corresponding off-diagonal block of the density matrix.
In this manuscript we investigate the constraints imposed by positivity on the structure of density matrices. We will derive a trade-off in the coherence that can be shared between one subspace and all other orthogonal subspaces. In Section II of this paper we will set the scenario and recall some important results about Schatten norms. In Section III we will state the main results, namely we will derive bounds on the amount of coherence that can be shared between one and all the other orthogonal subspaces, based on trace norm, Hilbert-Schmidt norm and the von Neumann relative entropy. In Section IV we will illustrate our results by applying them to the case of a single qutrit. In Section V we will show how our approach can be used to detect genuine multisubspace coherence.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Consider a finite-dimensional Hilbert space H. We denote by P = {P i } N i=0 a complete set of orthogonal projectors, each acting like the identity on the orthogonal subspaces H i , N i=0 H i = H. Any state can decomposed into its block components with respect to P: components of the state with respect to two specific subspaces, we adopt the following shorthand notation
It is worth noting how this relates to the theory of blockcoherence. This was studied in Ref. [1] and more recently in Refs. [14, 15] . A state is called block incoherent if it can be written as
otherwise the state is deemed to be coherent with respect to P. The coherence that exists between two different subspaces i and j is encoded in the off-diagonal block ij . The amount of coherence between these blocks does not depend on the choice of basis within these blocks, that is, its amount should be invariant under block-diagonal unitary transformations of the form U = i U i . Such a unitary transformation changes the off-diagonal blocks to
Hence, to quantify the amount of coherence that is shared between different subspaces we take a unitarily invariant matrix norm of the off-diagonal blocks, such as the Schatten p-norms. Given a matrix M ∈ M n,m the Schatten p-norms are defined on the vector of singular values σ(M ) of M by
Here p ∈ [1, ∞] and the singular values are non-negative and assumed to be ordered such that σ 1 ≥ σ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ σ min{m,n} ≥ 0. They are the eigenvalues of the Hermitian operator |M | = √ M † M and thus the Schatten p-norms can be expressed as M p p = tr M † M p 2 . For p = 1 the norm · 1 = · tr is called the trace norm, for p = 2 the norm · 2 = · HS is called the Hilbert-Schmidt norm and for p = ∞ (defined via a limit procedure) the norm · ∞ is called the operator norm, and equal to the largest singular value of M . One of the main properties of Schatten norms is their isometric invariance, i.e. U M V p = M p for all isometries U, V .
III. RESULTS
Our aim is to capture the trade-off in coherence that can be shared between one specific subspace (without loss of generality, the first one, H 0 ) and and all the other N subspaces. First, we quantify the amount of coherence by taking the sum over the trace-norms and Hilbert-Schmidt norms of all the blocks that contain information about the coherence between the first and all other N subspaces. Then, we will derive trade-off relations in terms of the von Neumann relative entropy.
A. Trace norm
Let us start by defining the following quantity Definition 1. Given a set of projectors P on H and a state = [ ij ] N i,j=0 , the amount of coherence that is shared between the first and all other N subspaces is quantified by
Let us derive an upper bound on this sum which results in a trade-off relation between the shared coherence. For a positive semidefinite matrix M ≥ 0 which is of the form
with A, B ≥ 0, the off-diagonal blocks can always be written as
where K is a contraction, i.e. K † K ≤ 1 [16] . It was shown in Ref. [17] that for matrices of the form of Eq. (2)
holds for all unitarily invariant norms · and all q > 1.
In particular, this inequality holds for the trace norm. By choosing q = 1 we obtain
00 tr kk tr = tr 00 N k=1 tr kk .
Then, by the inequality between the arithmetic and quadratic mean, we obtain
Observation 2. We find that the coherence between the first and all other N subspaces is bounded by
Let us discuss this result. First, this bound leads to a trade-off in coherence between the subspaces and the bound only depends on the number of subspaces involved and the accumulated probability in the first block. Second, the bound provided in Eq. (5) is tight, meaning that there always exists a state saturating the inequality. Consider a block 00 , we can define the state
with |ϕ = √ tr 00 , (1 − tr 00 )/N , . . . , (1 − tr 00 )/N andˆ 00 = 00 / tr 00 . It is straightforward to show that this state saturates the bound. Note that if all the blocks are one dimensional, 00 is a probability and hence the saturating state is pure. But this is not true in general. Furthermore, not every pure state saturates the bound. The bound in Observation 2 still depends on the number N of subspaces. Next we consider a slight variation in the quantifier, and derive a bound that is quadratic in the trace norm of the off-diagonal blocks. A calculation similar to the previous one leads to the following.
Observation 3. Given a state = [ ij ]
N i,j=0 using Eq. (4) we obtain the following bound
Again, this bound is tight in a sense that there always exist a state that saturates the bound. Specifically, it is straightforward to see that the state σ = |ϕ ϕ| ⊗ˆ 00 , withˆ 00 = 00 / tr 00 and |ϕ = ( √ tr 00 , √ tr 11 , . . . , √ tr N N ), saturates the bound. In general, a pure state |ψ always saturate the inequality, independently of the dimensions of the subspaces H i . Indeed, for a pure state |ψ , one has ρ 0i 2 tr = P 0 |ψ ψ| P i 2 tr = P 0 |ψ 2 ∞ P i |ψ 2 ∞ = P 0 |ψ ψ| P 0 tr P i |ψ ψ| P i tr = ρ 00 tr ρ ii tr . In particular we observe that in general Observation 2 follows from Observation 3. To see this, take Eq. (7) and use the inequality between arithmetic and quadratic mean. One
tr ,from which Observation 2 follows. In that sense Observation 3 is the stronger one.
B. Hilbert-Schmidt norm
Next, we will quantify the coherence by means of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the off-diagonal blocks. We make the following Observation. N i,j=0 be a state. Then
where equality holds, if and only if the state is pure. Note that in general X † X tr = X 2 HS . First, we prove the inequality. Consider the submatrices (0i) where the diagonal blocks are Hermitian, † 00 = 00 and † ii = ii , and positive semidefinite, 00 ≥ 0 and ii ≥ 0. Then, Eq. (4) reads | 0i | q 2 ≤ q 00 q ii for any unitarily invariant norm, with | 0i | = ( † 0i 0i ) 1 2 . Choosing the trace norm and q = 2, we obtain
For (non-normalised) states it holds that tr 2 ≤ (tr ) 2 , with equality if and only if rk = 1, i.e. the state is pure. Hence
tr ii = tr 00 (1 − tr 00 ), (9) which proves the inequality. Next, we prove that the inequality is saturated by pure, and pure states only. First assume that the inequality is saturated. Then it follows from Eq. (9) that all the blocks must be pure, hence we can write 00 = tr[ 00 ] |φ 0 φ 0 | and ii = tr[ ii ] |φ i φ i |, with tr |φ 0 φ 0 | = tr |φ i φ i | = 1. Then, there exists a contraction C 0i , with C † 0i C 0i ≤ 1, such that the off-diagonal blocks can be written as 0i = 1/2 00 C 0i 1/2 ii . Using this and the previous result we can evaluate the left hand-side of Eq. (9) . We obtain † 0i 0i tr = tr C 0i ii C † 0i 00
Then, if equality in Eq. (8) holds, we must have that φ 0 | C 0i |φ i = e iϕ0i , for some real phase ϕ 0i , and the off-diagonal blocks take the following form:
where |+ = (1, 1, . . . , 1). Using Eq. (3) it also follows that all the other blocks are of rank one. We find kl = tr kk tr ll |φ k φ k | C kl |φ l φ l | = tr kk tr ll c kl e iϕ kl |φ k φ l | = tr kk tr ll c kl e iϕ kl diag(ϕ k ) |+ +| diag(ϕ l ) † .
So far we have shown that if the inequality is saturated, it follows that all the blocks are pure and we know the structure of the first row and the diagonal. What remains to be proven is that all the other blocks have a structure such that the overall state is pure. So far we have = F (˜ ⊗ |+ +|)F † , where F is a filter (i.e. invertible) of the form F = diag( √ tr ii diag(ϕ i )). Furthermore we have that˜ = c ij e iϕij N i,j=0 , where c ii e iϕii = 1 and c 0j = c i0 = 1. Then, the state must be positive semidefinite, which is the case if and only if˜ is positive semidefinite. Now, consider the vector |ψ = 1 √ 2 (1 − N, e −iϕ01 , . . . , e −iϕ 0N ). For this vector we obtain
Since the last term in the sum is cos(ϕ ij − (ϕ 0j − ϕ 0i )) and there are exactly (N − 2)(N − 1)/2 terms in the sum it follows that c ij = 1 and ϕ ij = ϕ 0j − ϕ 0i for all i, j.
Thus the state is of the form = |ψ ψ |, with
This proves that the global state is necessarily pure. The converse it easy to prove, since any pure state admits a decomposition in the form of Eq. (13).
C. Relative entropy of coherence
Another common quantifier of coherence is the von Neumann relative entropy [2] . It captures the increase of entropy when going from a state to its decohered version d . Here we define (0i) = k,l=0,i P k P l to be a trimmed version of and (0i) = k=0,i P k P k its decohered version. We have
For each of the terms in the sum we have S( (15) whereˆ = / tr[ ]. Next, we expand the first term in the sum using basic properties of the von Neumann entropy [18] . We obtain tr (0i) H tr 00 tr (0i) ,
where the inequality holds since S( ) ≥ k p k S( k ), where k is the normalised post-measurement state corresponding to outcome k of a projective measurement and p k are the outcome probabilities. This follows from the fact that when a projective measurement is performed and the outcome is recorded the uncertainty about the state does not increase on average, see Ref. [19] . Then the sum over the right-hand side of Eq. (16) can be further upper bounded by
where we have used that N k=1 tr (0k) = (N − 1) tr 00 + 1 and the concavity of the binary entropy, namely that
. We arrive at the following observation.
Observation 5. The amount of coherence that is shared between the first and all other subspaces, quantified by the relative entropy of block coherence, is bounded by
The bound in this inequality is also saturated by the state from Eq. (6). In the first inequality in Eq. (16) equality holds becauseσ 00 andσ ii have the same entropy as σ. Note, that we have σ = |ϕ ϕ| ⊗ˆ 00 , σ 00 = (|0 0| ⊗ 1)σ(|0 0| ⊗ 1) as well as σ ii = (|i i| ⊗ 1)σ(|i i| ⊗ 1). In the second inequality on Eq. (17) tr(σ 00 )/ tr σ 0i is the same for all i = 1, . . . , N , and hence equality holds due to the concavity of the binary entropy h 2 .
IV. EXAMPLE OF A SINGLE QUTRIT
Let us now discuss the results of the previous section in the case of a single qutrit and N = 2. We write as
where we have used dots for placeholders for entries that we do not directly consider. For a given value of p 0 the physical region is bounded by the inequalities and
which are special cases of Observation 2 and Observation 3, respectively. The physical region, see Figure 1 , corresponds to a quarter disk, where all pure states lie on the border defined by the quarter circle. The states lying on the a and b axis are two-level coherent states. By varying the parameter p 0 one sees, that the set of physical states is given by a quarter ball, where all pure states lie on the quarter sphere. For the entropic trade-off relation in Observation 5 we find the following. For N = 2 the two entropies S( (01) || 
Computing the maximum value for this bound by maximizing over p 0 one obtains S 01 + S 02 ≤ 1 − 2
V. DETECTION OF GENUINE MULTISUBSPACE COHERENCE
Any pure state |ψ can be written as |ψ = N j=0 |ψ j , where |ψ j = P j |ψ . We say that |ψ has block coherence rank (BCR) equal to k if exactly k of the |ψ i do not vanish. We denote BC k the convex hull of all pure states with block coherence at most k. We say that a mixed state ρ has block-coherence number BCN (ρ) equal to k if it is in BC k but not in BC k−1 . We are going to see that the quantifier C tr 0:1...N obeys a stricter bound for states with limited block coherence. Observation 6. It holds C tr 0:1...N (ρ) ≤ BCN ( ) − 1 tr 00 (1 − tr 00 ). (23)
If a pure state |ψ has block-coherence rank BCR(|ψ ), then
since there are at most BCR(|ψ ) − 1 other blocks that are populated. A state ρ admits a pure-state ensemble decomposition ρ = j p j |ψ j ψ j | with BCR( |ψ (j) ) ≤ BCN (ρ). Thus,
The first inequality is due to the convexity of C tr 0:1...N , the second inequality is due to the bound in Eq. (24), and the third inequality is due to the concavity in 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 of x(1 − x).
Notice that recover the always valid bound in Eq. (5) by considering that BCN (ρ) ≤ N + 1. One benefit of the bound in Eq. (23) is that it allows one to certify genuine multi-block coherence just by considering one block-row of the density matrix.
For the qutrit example in Eq. (19) of Section IV the inequality in Eq. (23) reads explicitly C tr 0:1...N (ρ) ≤ tr 00 (1 − tr 00 ) for any state with block-coherence number less or equal to two. Hence, any state of the form in Eq. (19) that violates this necessarily contains three-level coherence. See Figure 1 for p 0 = 1/2, i.e., |a| + |b| ≤ 1/2.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this manuscript we have derived trade-off relations for the coherence that can be shared between multiple subspaces, as a consequence of the positivity constraint on the density matrix. We formulated trade-off relations in terms of the trace norm and Hilbert-Schmidt norm as well as the von Neumann relative entropy. Furthermore, we found that out quantifier can be used to detect multisubspace coherence, i.e., that it obeys stricter bound when states with limited block coherence are considered. We further conclude that similar trade-offs also hold for other positive semidefinite matrices, e.g., covariance matrices and Choi matrices. For future research it would be interesting to see the implications of this trade-off in applications in which block coherence is important, e.g., in quantum clocks [20] or quantum metrology. Furthermore it would be interesting to study the connection to entanglement monogamy and to see to what extent this trade-off is relevant for genuine multipartite entanglement.
